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to count the April days, and, thinking that the war must
certainly be decided before the third winter, he imagined
che tranquillity of his own summer spread out before him.
Even the summer would end. He looked at the trees, the
Castle, the flickering water, seeing them all as parts of a
vanishing interlude in the reality of his own life; and that
they might not escape him he halted in the avenue, listen-
ing to the rustle of an unseen bird in the foliage but hearing
time drumming in his ears.
Out of this dream he lifted himself and went forward.
In the tower, the sound which was now a part of the rest-
lessness of the spring day would become the faint whisper
of a perpetual waterfall, independent of the rhythm of
time. He longed for this sound, and when he had been
admitted to the Castle and was mounting the staircase of
the tower, he listened for it, his hand cold on the stair-
wall, and not hearing it yet, ran forward until he stood
among the books, and the waterfall came to him like a
murmur from within the shelves.
Here indeed the hours went by in untroubled calm, there
being in old books, as in a country churchyard, so deep and
natural an acceptance of mortality, that to handle them
and observe their brief passions, their urgent persuasions,
now dissipated, now silent, is to perceive that the pressure
of time is itself a vanity, a delusion in the great leisure of
the spirit. As one who lingers among tombs, though at first
weighed down by the evidences of death, is at last soothed by
so great a witness to its insignificance and finds wings in his
heart that shall transcend it, so does he whose rest is among
ancient writings pass from a despair, in which all endeavour
seems fatally destined, to a high, winning exaltation. In
these volumes controversy is perished and the politic heats
are cold, but there come from them certain imperishable
voices freed of their temporal occasions, even the great love
songs having transcended the flesh that begot them; and
the solitary reader, seeing that many arrows aimed against
time are blunted on its shield while others are made birds
of the air and fly out of the archer's sight above the battle,
is compelled by the necessity of faith. On earth time ia

